FILM LIST

Buddy:

- **California Typewriter**, Doug Nichol, 2016 (USA)
  Documentary about mechanical/analog typewriter technology – the history and culture
- **Aliens of the Deep**, Jérôme Julienne & John Jackson, 2010 (Canada?)
  Oceanic nature documentary about the mysterious octopi/cephalopod

Leanne:

- **Hana-Bi, 1997**, Takeshi Kitano (USA) *Hana-bi* displays the disjointed story of a police detective's depression spiral. Takeshi stars as the dejected detective who rarely speaks and is prone to fits of shocking violence. His public persona is juxtaposed to his private life with his quiet wife. Few brutal films are so sweetly tender at their core.

CREDITS

- Director, April Roy
- Manager, Jerena Boyd Bey
- Digital Branch Manager, David LaCrone
- Graphic Designer, Levi Hoffmeier
- Editing, Buddy Hanson and David LaCrone
- Music, Franny Finstrom Clark